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Follow - New App Keeps Drivers From Losing Each Other During Trips
Published on 03/15/17
Utah based Follow Inc. introduces Follow 1.0, their new multiple car tracking app for iOS
and Android devices. Follow lets drivers follow each other on trips or for work purposes.
Pinging the location of the driver and followers three times every second, this unique
navigation app allows the creation of a "leader" and "follower" role, built into an
intuitive mapping system so that groups will not get lost during a trip, even if the
leader changes the destination or has to pull off the road.
Salt Lake City, Utah - Follow Inc. announces today the launch of the Follow app, a new
mobile app for iOS and Android phones that lets drivers follow each other on trips or for
work purposes. The unique navigation app allows the creation of a "leader" and "follower"
role, built into an intuitive mapping system so that groups will not get lost during a
trip, even if the leader changes the destination or has to pull off the road.
Imagine a situation where a driver is on a road trip with friends and family, and more
than one car is involved. Typically, one car is the leader and the rest of the cars are
following. With current navigation app solutions, if the leader has to change their
course-for example to pull off the freeway for gas or food-they run the risk of the other
cars in the caravan not noticing and missing the exit, causing confusion and lost time as
the drivers try to reconnect with each other. With Follow, drivers in each car are
notified of any route changes made by the leader, and the caravan stays together.
"Road trips are not the only use for the Follow app," according to Follow CEO Anthony
Lucido, "During our testing we have had real estate brokers using the app with their
clients and pizza parlor owners using it to track their drivers. We've even had a bridal
party use it to make sure everyone got to the reception location without a hitch."
Follow 1.0 pings the location of the driver and followers three times every second, which
means you will know where the other vehicles are even when traveling at freeway speeds.
Drivers can also take comfort in the fact that tracking can be turned off at any time.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 8.0 or later
* 42.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Follow 1.0 is Free (with in-app purchase) and available worldwide through the App Store in
the Navigation category. There is also an Android version available on Google Play. Users
can upgrade to unlock the ability to have more than one follower at a time.
Follow 1.0:
http://followapp.us/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1123991019
Download from Google Play:
http://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.appinstitute.followapp
Demo Video:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5blatrjn3qggvbm/%22Follow%22%20pass%202.mp4?dl=0
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Media Assets:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mhkbjfj2hdnjl9r/AABtuDfEFnVaknIOnvHwDdfaa?dl=0

Follow Inc. is an app solutions company based out of Salt Lake City, Utah and is founded
by Anthony Lucido. The idea for Follow came from a revelation he had during a funeral he
attended, when the funeral procession was separated from each other during the drive from
the church to the cemetery. The company is supported by local investors. All Material and
Software (C) Copyright 2017 Follow Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their
respective owners.
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